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FOREWORD

We solve problems
We look to the future
We get our clients to measure
the right things right

Here are a few of our real life stories...



FROM
RAG TRADE 
TO RICHES



SCENARIO: WHOLESALE RAG TRADER

We start with a budget for each season, but we never seem 
to get there. We always seem to have too much stock at the 

end and need to discount to clear it.

GB APPROACH:

We need to measure and monitor your margin. You also need to measure 
the closeness of your budgeted sales forecasts. 

We need to look at your retail price points and look at what costs you 
include in each garment. We also need to look at strategies available 
such as volume rebates, fast payment discounts strategies, stock run 
clearances, short run custom made re-cuts etc to ensure sales volumes 
are achieved. 

We need to evaluate the profitability of each stock line and profitability of 
each customer.

OUTCOME:

The business has gone from strength to strength for the last 5 years right 
through the GFC
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WHY 
CASHFLOW
IS YOUR
LIFEBLOOD



SCENARIO: LOCAL INSTITUTION

We have had to undergo a major renewal of our institution due to some 
serious problems in our delivery and retention of customers. We think we 
have a good product, good brand and sought after services but we are in 
an environment where we don’t really know what will happen.

GB APPROACH:

You need to operate the business within its means. You need to measure 
and monitor your cash flow in a disciplined way. You need a rigorous debt 
collection policy, zero tolerance for stragglers, re-set customer selection 
criteria to include financial assessment, impose late fees, understand the 
timing of wage increases and improve labour efficiency by proper time 
allocation.

OUTCOME:

The institution is still going, the customer base is consistent and for each 
year forward, there has been a financial surplus ready for investment.
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BUILDING
A PIPELINE
OF NEW
BUSINESS
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SCENARIO: BUILDER OF MULTI-DWELL HOUSING

The GFC has just started. The building industry in NSW is in massive decline. 
We are a small player with jobs that run 18 months. There is nothing in the 
pipeline, only a sizeable bank facility.

GB APPROACH:

You need to measure the future prospects of the business and consider 
decisions now to survive. You need to look at cutting costs, reducing 
staffing levels, using contractors, set-up a small projects group such as 
renovations and maintenance, and look to other states like Victoria.

You need to keep cash flow ticking, by reducing debt, selling surplus 
properties, being on constant look out for new work, price new work on a 
set cost plus basis and manage every dollar.

OUTCOME:

They survived (touch wood). Government construction jobs are being 
released at last and some private projects in sweet spot are on the horizon.



SCENARIO: LARGE PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

We have a major project controlled by our architect. Consultants have been 
engaged to undertake the work, but we are very worried about getting it all 
done, particularly as our deadlines are imminent.

GB APPROACH:

You need to measure the level of risk of the project and the level of risk you 
are prepared to undertake.

If the risk is too high you need to take action; engage a professional project 
manager, generate standardised contracts, specify required insurance 
levels, detail clear responsibilities of services with capped fees, set rate of 
expense recovery, and specified time-lines for delivery.

OUTCOME:

Timetable met. Cost budget met. Plan completed for DA submission on 
time. Project continues.....



AVOID RISK 
BUILDING UP
IN YOUR 
BUSINESS
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UNPACKING 
THE TAX 
ISSUES OF
AN OVERSEAS 
POSTING



SCENARIO: HIGH NET WORKTH INDIVIDUAL

I have taken a high level position to work overseas for the next 3 to 5 years. 
My spouse and kids will come with me. I am so excited. Is there anything 
I need to do?

GB APPROACH:

You need to measure the effect of changing tax residency for both you 
and your family. You can then determine the affect of maintaining assets 
as Australian tax assets and put in place the strategies for this to happen. 

You need to cover possible adverse currency movements and put this in 
place with your employer from the beginning 

OUTCOME:

Life is good, the kids are growing and all are learning. Transparent 
compliance with tax obligations in Australia and foreign jurisdiction is in 
place.
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Gunderson
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Level 11, 309 Kent Street
Sydney NSW 2000 

Call on us any time

T: 02 9262 2409
F: 02 9290 3390
E: talk@gbbos.com.au


